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An error in an old but often quoted paper by Bethe on the cross section for an atomic
transition caused by the magnetic moment of the projectile is corrected by comparing it
with the generalized Rosenbluth's formula.
In an often quoted paper, ' Bethe worked out
the differential cross section for the scattering of a
neutrino from atomic electrons via its magnetic
moment and used it to set limits on the possible
neutrino magnetic moment by employing the upper
bounds for the ionization power in such a process.
In 1950, prompted by the then new results in
quantum electrodynamical radiative corrections,
Rosenbluth derived the elastic cross section for a
free electron scattered from a free proton incor-
porating the effective charges and the anomalous
magnetic moment of the proton. In this note, we
shall compare Bethe's original result with an ex-
tended version of Rosenbluth's equation to electron
transitions in atoms and conclude that there is an
error in Bethe's result. The correct result is report-
ed.
Bethe's original form for the differential cross
section for atomic transition induced by an in-
cident neutrino via its magnetic moment A, reads
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where (E,P) and (E',P ') are, respectively, the energy and momentum of the incident and the scattered neu-
trino and p is the rest mass of the neutrino. S„and s ~ are the atomic matrix elements defined by
S = J e' q ""/*god'r,
(2)
(4)
where q = p —p ' is the momentum transfer, a the Dirac matrices, and tbo and P„are, respectively, the
initial- and final-state wave functions of the atomic electron. Following Bjorken and Drell s notation, set-
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where A, =Ke/2M, and q =(E —E') —(P—P ')—:Q —q &0 is the four-momentum transfer. We have re-
placed p by M. In the high-Q limit, when the atomic electron can be replaced by Dirac plane waves and an
average over the electron's initial state and sum over its final state is carried out, Bethe's formula gives
do. Ke I m E(E—Q) —M
dQ 2M Q m+Q E2 M2—
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where m is the mass of the electron [Eq. (21) of Ref. 2]. The purpose of this note is to show that Eq. (1) is
in error via its comparison with the generalized Rosenbluth formula.
By writing the proton current as '
l 0'~
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2 p
(5)
where F~ and F2 are the Dirac and Pauli form factors, respectively, Rosenbluth's formula for a free electron
interacting with a free proton of mass Mp with the proton initially at rest is given by '
r
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For comparison with Bethe [Eq. (3)], Rosenbluth's formula has to be extended to the reference frame in
which the proton is moving towards a bound electron. The result is




where we have made use of the conservation of current:
(P P').I=q I=—fe' ' '4f(q"y„)P;dr=0
to write 2(P I)=P.I+P'I. In terms of the S and s in (2) Eq. (8) may be written as
where P=(E,P), I&=fe' q ' 'Pfy„P;dr is a four vector that corresponds to Bethe's S and s~ in (2) for
p =0 and p =k (1,2,3), respectively. When the electron wave functions P; and Pf are replaced by plane
waves and a transformation is made back to the frame in which the proton is initially at rest, Eq. (7) repro
duces Eq. (6).
In order to compare (7) with Eq. (1) which applies to a neutral point magnetic moment as the projectile,
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Comparison of (3) and (10) shows that Bethe's original result should be corrected in the manner shown
above in (10). This result is consistent with Eq. (5) in Ref. 5.
(10)
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